In recent years, the availability of reduced representation library (RRL) methods has catalysed 40 an expansion of genome-scale studies to characterize both model and non-model organisms. 41
Introduction 62
Next generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized the world of genomics, 63 allowing genome scale studies in model and non-model organisms (e.g. Davey et al., 2011; 64 Ellegren, 2014; Goodwin, McPherson, & McCombie, 2016) . Despite ongoing cost reductions 65 in both the sequencing of reference genomes, and the resequencing of genomes from 66 individuals and populations (Fuentes-Pardo & Ruzzante, 2017; Goodwin et al., 2016) , it still 67 remains cost-prohibitive for most research groups to generate whole genomes. Also, many 68 research questions can be answered using a smaller set of SNPs that are measured in a subset 69 of genomic regions (Davey et al., 2011) . Thus, reduced representation library (RRL) methods 70 have become a popular alternative for SNP discovery and genotyping (Davey & Blaxter, 71 2011), in particular for non-model organisms. Several The core feature of traditional RRL techniques is the use of restriction enzymes to 78 obtain DNA sequence at a genome-wide set of loci (Andrews, Good, Miller, Luikart, & 79 Hohenlohe, 2016; Davey & Blaxter, 2011) . The sequencing of a subset of the genome by 80
RRLs provides a high depth of coverage per locus at a reduced cost (Andrews et al., 2016) , 81 and to date RRLs have been successfully used in population genomic (e.g. Hohenlohe et al., 82 2010), phylogeographic (e.g. Emerson et al., 2010; Gaither et al., 2015) , and phylogenomic 83 studies (e.g. Wagner et al., 2013) . Despite all the advantages that traditional RRL 84 methodologies present, some important challenges remain: (1) high molecular weight DNA is 85 required for enzymatic digestion, (2) allele dropout leads to high proportion of missing data, 86
(3) high percentage of clonal reads, and (4) relatively complex laboratory workflows. 87
Hybridization capture of RRL loci circumvents some of these challenges, allowing the 88 sequencing of RRL loci in degraded samples and reducing allele dropout. However, bait 89 design can be complex and costly, and typically requires commercially synthesized 90 oligonucleotide probes (Faircloth et al., 2012; Sánchez Barreiro et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 91 2017) . Thus, there is a niche for methods that allow some flexibility in the initial DNA quality 92 requirements, while simplifying laboratory workflows, and reducing costs. In this study we 93 present MobiSeq, a novel NGS genotyping method that takes advantage of the conserved 94 sequences of transposable elements (TE) as anchoring points in order to generate sequence 95 data containing the TE sequence, as well as the genomic regions flanking the element, which 96 can be used for genotyping and SNP discovery. The method has been developed with the 97 focus on samples stored or preserved in sub-optimal conditions that yield average DNA 98 fragments between 350 -800 bp. 99
TEs are self-replicating mobile elements that insert themselves in new places of the 100 genome, either through a cut-and-paste or a copy-and-paste mechanism (Kazazian, 2004) . The 101 latter, also referred to as retrotransposable elements or type II elements, are predominant in 102 mammalian genomes (with bats as a notable exception (Ray et al., 2008) and discuss both possible future applications in the field of population genomics, and 138 potential limitations. 139
Materials and methods 140

Sample information 141
DNA was extracted from 103 brown rat, grey wolf, and deer samples, see Table S1 142 (Supporting Information) for a detailed description of the specimens included in the study. 143
The deer samples used in the study were a mix of modern (1996 -2015) and historic material 144 (collected between 1909 -1960). The rat sample set consisted of four male Sprague-Dawley 145 rat individuals (Charles River Laboratories, Germany), each sampled from 13 different tissue 146 types. Species selection was based on three criteria: 1) a model species with a well-147 characterized genome and TE variation in the genome (brown rat); 2) a species with good 148 quality genome assembly available and studied extensively in population genetic studies (grey 149 wolf) (e.g. Kardos 
TE-target primer design 158
In order to enrich our libraries for specific TE-target elements, we designed four TE 159 primers for repeat families that showed hallmarks of recent activity. From the RepeatMasker 160 from TE loci that were nearly full-length and showed low levels of divergence from the 163 consensus sequence. Sequences were extracted using samtools (Li et al., 2009 ) and aligned 164 with muscle (Edgar, 2004) . Highly conserved regions were determined from the alignments, 165
and selected as potential primer sites. This resulted in one primer targeting a L1 TE (a 166 superfamily of LINEs) in brown rats (L1RnT1: 5' 167 CCGGAAACCGGGAAAGGGAATAACAC 3'); and two primers targeting two different TE 168 in grey wolves (SINE: 5'GAGACCCGGGATCGAATCCC 3'; LINE: 5' 169 GATAGCCAAACTGTGGAAGG 3'). Due to the lack of a well-annotated genome for the red 170 deer complex, a SINE primer was selected from the study Nilsson, Klassert, Bertelsen, 171
Hallström and Janke (2012); (BOV2A: 5' GGGACGGGGGAGCCTGGTGGGCTG 3'). The 172 TE-target oligonucleotides were then combined with the sequence of the P7 adapter (Meyer & 173 Kircher, 2010), in order to create a fusion primer (TE+P7) that would enrich for TE sites, at 174 the same time as adding the P7 sequencing adapter adapter compatible with binding to 175
Illumina flow cells (see Table S2 for an overview of the oligonucleotides). 176
Modified P5 adapter 177
A modified version of the P5 adapter from Meyer and Kircher (2010) was designed 178 for this protocol. In this modified P5 (mp5), the IS1 oligo is kept as in Meyer and Kircher 179 (2010). However, IS3 oligonucleotide presents a modified sequence by adding a C3 spacer at 180 the 3' end blocking polymerase extension. This, together with the conventional lack of a 5'-181 phosphate, allows us to run a PCR reaction using a universal primer for the adapter sequence 182 (IS4 or IS7, see Table S2 , Supporting Information) and a TE-target primer enriching for a 183 specific subset of TEs ( Figure 1 ). Hybridization of IS1 and the modified IS3 to generate mp5 184 was performed as in Meyer and Kircher (2010) . 185
Methods for preparation of sequencing libraries 186
An overview of the method is represented in Figure 1 (full protocol available as 187
Appendix S1, Supporting information). Prior to library build, DNA extracts were fragmented 188 using Bioruptor NGS (Diagenode) to an average length of 600 -700 bp. Four of the samples 189
were not fragmented prior to library build, as their average DNA fragment size was ca. 350 -190 400 bp ( DNA was then quantified using Qubit HS reagents, as previously described, and loaded in a protocol available as Appendix S1, Supporting information). In particular, the ligated adapters 200 differed from the ones in the original protocol by excluding the use of a P7 adapter (only 201 using the mp5 adapter) and excluding the adapter fill-in reaction. Following library 202 preparation, the reactions were purified using a magnetic beads purification protocol, 203
Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter) or Sera-Mag Speedbeads (ThermoScientific), at 204 0.70x. Purified libraries were eluted in 30 µl of EBT. 205
TE-enrichment PCR 206
Libraries were enriched for fragments containing the TE of interest by using a TE-207 enrichment PCR. Primers for this PCR were forward primer IS4 or IS7 (Meyer & Kircher, 208 2010) and the fusion reverse primer described in prior sections (Table S2 for of the purified libraries. Cycling parameters were denaturation at 95 °C for 30 seconds, 222 followed by 5-10 cycles of (denaturation at 95 °C for 30 seconds, annealing at 60 °C for 30 223 seconds, and extension at 68 °C for 60 seconds). Indexed libraries were purified using 224 magnetic beads at 1x. Purified DNA was eluted in 30 µl of EBT. Concentration was measured 225 using a Qubit HS assay and loaded in a TS-HS 2200 (Agilent). Indexed libraries were pooled 226 and sequenced at the Danish National High-throughput Sequencing Centre, Copenhagen, 227
Denmark, on an Illumina MiSeq Instrument for 250 cycles in paired-end read mode. The 228 sequencing architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . 229
Data processing 230
Raw reads were filtered based on the presence of the TE-target primer sequence in the 231 5'end of the reverse R2 (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure 1 ). Reads without the TE-target 232 primer sequence were discarded, as they represent off-target amplifications or PCR artefacts. 233
Reads derived from the rat samples were merged by individual (see Table S1 , Supporting 234 information) and treated as such in all downstream analyses. Paired-end filtered reads were 235 trimmed of adapter sequences, reads shorter than 25 bp were discarded and quality filtered 236 Results 266
Number of sequenced loci, coverage, depth and clonality 267
Our sequencing yielded a total of 10,366,644 raw reads. An average of 95% of the 268 reads across datasets contained the TE-target primer in R2. Less than 1% of the reads were 269 discarded after trimming adapters and quality filtering, and more than 99% of the remaining 270 reads were mapped to each specific genome. Between 24% and 0.4% of the reads were 271 discarded after duplicate removal. One of the deer specimens presented a higher number of 272 PCR duplicates than average (see Discussion). See Table 1 and as well as those found in at least 90% of the samples. In all subsequent downstream analyses, 280
only the loci at the 90% cut-off were used. 281
We performed pairwise comparisons of the coverage at primer sites across the 90% 282 cut-off loci across the different datasets. Supplementary Figures 2 -5 represent the 90% cut-283 off loci pairwise comparisons. Wolf_LINE and Wolf_SINE, and Rat_L1 showed high primer 284
coverage correlation across samples, which suggests that sequencing across loci and samples 285 was similar. BOV2A presented more variation in primer coverage, with a few samples 286
showing very low pairwise correlations to the rest of the samples. 287
Aggregate coverage plots show that the highest coverage values are derived from the -288 250 bp to 0 bp of the distance from the primer site ( Figure 3 ). This region represents all the 289 R2 reads carrying the TE-target primer sequence. The slight increase in coverage before 0 is 290 derived from R1 reads that overlap with R2. This is correlated with DNA fragment length and 291 the sequencing mode used in this study, MiSeq 250 PE (i.e. short DNA fragments will result 292 in high amount of overlap between the two reads in the read pair). The shorter average size in 293 the BOV2A material clearly reflects this (Figure 3 ). After position 0, that represents the 294 primer site, there is a drop in coverage that will continue decreasing, as the sequencing moves 295 into the flanking region ( Figure 3 ). Depth of coverage was variable between datasets; in 296 general, the highest coverage values were derived from the wolf LINE dataset. The recovered 297 flanking region was variable between datasets and it is influenced by initial DNA fragment 298 size. BOV2A aggregate plot serves as an example of this. Supplementary Figures 6 -9 show 299 aggregate coverage plots split by (+) and (-) strand. 300
SNP discovery and genotyping 301
The sequenced TE-enriched loci yielded variable number of SNPs for the different SNPs as the number of individuals increases. However, we detected a drop in the number of 307
shared SNPs for some of the primer pairs: Wolf_SINE (from 9 to 10 individuals), BOV2A_all 308
(from 26 to 28 individuals), and BOV2A_CE (from 24 to 26 individuals). This drop seems to 309 be associated with samples that performed poorly in the TE-enrichment PCR. We also 310 investigated minor allele frequencies in the wolf and deer datasets (the rat dataset was 311 excluded from these analyses because of the low number of samples) (Figure 4 ). The dataset 312 BOV2A_CE presented a larger number of rare alleles than the other datasets. 313
We investigated cumulative rate of loci and SNPs sequenced per Megabase across 314 genome scaffolds for each dataset (Supplementary Figure 10) . Our results indicate that 315
MobiSeq TE-target PCR amplified loci across all the scaffolds in the genome assembly, thus 316 allowing us to perform random genone-wide SNP discovery across datasets. Finally, we 317 explored SNP distribution with respect to the distance from the primer site (Supplementary 318 Figure 11 ). Our results show that as sequencing moves into the flanking region, the number of 319 discovered SNPs decreases. We note that the pattern of the number of SNPs discovered is 320 reflective of the pattern of coverage across the loci (Figure 3) . As an example of the 321 applicability of MobiSeq data to estimate evolutionary relationships, we generated NGS 322 distance trees based on SNPs for the wolf and deer datasets ( Supplementary Figures 12 -14) . 323
GC content and coverage 324
We explored the relationship between depth of coverage and GC content of the 325 sequenced loci ( Figure 5 ). Average GC content (%) in the sequenced loci is similar to the 326 average GC content in the respective mammalian genomes. Except for the BOV2A_all 327 dataset, the highest coverage is usually derived from the regions with around 45% GC content 328 and it drops for windows with GC content more than 50% -55%. 329
Library complexity 330
We used PRESEQ to estimate and predict the complexity of the MobiSeq libraries 331 across all TE-target primers and samples ( Figure 6 ). Our results indicate that MobiSeq 332 libraries were sufficiently complex and that a sequencing plateau was not reached. Thus, 333 further sequencing of these libraries would increase the number of detected loci and, as a 334 result, the number of discovered SNPs that could be used to perform genomic inferences. 335
Discussion and conclusions 336
In this study, we have demonstrated the feasibility and adaptability of MobiSeq in 337 three different taxa across a variety of tissues using both modern and degraded historical 338
DNA. 339
Amount of input DNA needed and Quality 340
Compared to other RRL protocols, the DNA quality and input requirements for 341
MobiSeq offers a degree of flexibility. In general, traditional RRL methods require high 342 molecular weight genomic DNA, which represents a limitation for poorly preserved samples 343 (Andrews et al., 2016) . In MobiSeq, highly fragmented material would result in fragmentation 344 of the TE-target primer sites, which would reduce PCR success and affect the number of 345 targeted loci. Also, the DNA quality of the starting material will have an influence on the 346 length of the flanking region (i.e. highly fragmented DNA will reduce the sequenced flanking 347 region). The historic deer specimens included in this study yielded an average DNA fragment 348 size around 350 bp in the starting material (Table S1, Supporting information). Despite the 349 underperformance of these samples in terms of clonality, coverage, and length of the flanking 350 region, library complexity, and amount of missing data, we were still able to recover 351 sufficient informative genomic data to include them in our NGS distance-based trees 352 ( Supplementary Figure 12) . Nevertheless, whenever possible, we would suggest average 353 DNA fragment sizes between 700 -800 bp as, empirically, this is the material that has yielded 354 the optimal results (i.e. number of sequenced SNPs and loci) in our analyses. such as ezRAD that relies on Illumina PCR-free kits for library build. However, PCR-free 370 methods are typically more expensive and require large amounts of starting material 371 (Andrews et al., 2016) . 372
In MobiSeq, the random shearing of the DNA prior to library build and the TE-target 373 PCR set up generates fragments with different starting points in the 5' start of the flanking 374 region. This allows identification of putative PCR duplicates, based on the assumption that 375 any read pair with identical starting position of the paired-end read are duplicates. However, 376 in general, we obtained low values of clonality across datasets ( Table 1 , Table S3 , Supporting obtaining an average number of reads per sample ranging from 431,916 in wolf_LINE to 391 1,695,644 in BOV2A. Higher numbers were recovered for rats (Table 1, Table S2 , Supporting 392 information), as each individual represents a pool of 13 libraries. A study on Canis admixture 393 using RADSeq reported raw reads numbers between 8 -37 million per sample (Rutledge et 394 al., 2015) . Other studies report average values of raw read numbers between (2 -3 million 395 reads) using RADSeq (e.g. Lah et al., 2015; Skovrind et al., 2016) . Considering the total 396 number of TE loci per dataset and the PRESEQ results, we would suggest using sequencing 397 platforms with higher throughput (e.g. Illumina HiSeq 4000) to increase the amount of 398 generated data, as well as depth of coverage. This would also allow us to obtain a more 399 accurate comparison of MobiSeq with other RRL methodologies. The depth of coverage 400 seems to also be influenced by the GC content of the sequenced loci. In general, our results 401
show that regions containing around 45% GC content present the highest depth of coverage. 402
Allele dropout 403
RRL datasets are likely to contain high proportions of missing data, mostly due to 404 polymorphisms in the restriction enzyme recognition site (Gautier et al., 2013) . In RRL 405 methods, when a polymorphism occurs at a restriction enzyme recognition site, the enzyme 406 will fail to cut the genomic DNA at that location, leading to allelic dropout (Andrews & which resulted in 96,000 SNPs in the loci that were shared by more than 75% of the 424 individuals. In comparison, we sequenced an average of 850,000 PE reads per deer sample, 425
which yielded approximately 115,000 SNPs in the loci that were shared by at least 90% of the 426 individuals. In this way, despite the need for adjustment in the sequencing effort, our results 427 are comparable to similar studies. 428
Length of flanking region 429
Available RRL methods produce loci with variable length, depending on the cutting 430 enzyme and the chosen sequencing technology (Andrews et al., 2016) . Currently, only the 431 latest RADseq version can sequence up to 700 bp fragments (Nelson & Cresko, 2017) . Our 432 method has allowed us to sequence an average of up to 650 bp in wolf LINE, 600 bp in wolf 433 SINE, 500 bp in deer BOV2A, and 650 bp in rat L1, with variable depth of coverage ( Figure  434 3). Length variation is correlated with the fragment length used for library build. In this way, 435
if the aim of the study requires a great extension into the flanking region, it would be crucial 436 to take into consideration the fragmentation level of the starting material. 437
Ease of adjustment to other taxa 438
In this study, we have applied MobiSeq to three different mammal groups, focusing on 439 SINE and LINE retrotransposons. However, other genomic mobile elements could be 440 targeted. Designing the TE-target primer requires some major considerations to be taken into 441 account. The targeted elements need to present a conserved region for primer annealing. 442
Many of these mobile genomic elements present terminal repetitive sequences, such as Long 443
Terminal Repeat elements (Mourier & Willerslev, 2009 ). If the element of choice is 444 characterized by terminal repetitive motifs, the amount of information in the flanking region 445 would be reduced. Another important consideration is the distribution of the element in the 446 genome, as it will have an impact on depth of coverage, as well as in the amount of 447 information that can be used to performed evolutionary analyses. However, there is no 448 taxonomic limitation for the method and, in theory, it should be applicable to most eukaryotes 449 (Chénais et al., 2012) . 450
Despite the benefits of MobiSeq, we caution there are some aspects that need further 451 exploration: 452
1. Here, we focused on the use of the flanking region for variant calling. Another 453 source of genomic information would be to look at the presence/absence of the loci in 454 different samples. The SINE and LINE elements targeted in this study present a copy-and-455 paste mechanism of replication. Once inserted in a new genomic region, their genetic 456 signature will be present over evolutionary relevant timescales. This information could be 457 used in cluster analysis or presence/absence trees. However, to perform these analyses, we 458 would need to either target elements with reduced copy number, or increase the sequencing 459 effort, in order to mitigate the effect of allelic dropout. implemented in non-invasive samples to generate genomic information, it will have a broad 467 applicability in conservation genomics and wildlife forensics at a reduced cost. 468 3. Our BOV2A_all dataset included specimens from Cervus sp., as well as two fallow 469 deer, which belong to Dama, a different Cervidae genus (Gilbert et al., 2006) . Despite their 470 phylogenetic distance, the same TE-target primer allowed us to sequence shared loci and 471 enabled variant calling. Our results indicate that MobiSeq could also be applied to investigate 472 relationships between phylogenetically distant species. 473
Our study presented MobiSeq, a RRL method that uses TEs as anchor for sequencing 474 extension into the flanking region of these mobile elements. MobiSeq generates high numbers 475
of comparable loci and SNPs across samples. We also demonstrate the ability of the method 476 to sequence up 650 bp of the flanking region, and its adaptability to target different genome 477 mobile elements. This makes MobiSeq a good alternative to other RRL protocols to perform 478 evolutionary inferences. 479
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